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Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are released to biological fluids from different tissues and organs 

and they contain molecules proposed as biomarkers for multiple pathological conditions. 

However, most EV biomarkers have not been validated due to the lack of sensitive techniques 

compatible with high-throughput analysis required for routine screenings. Using 

immunocapture techniques, combining antibodies against tetraspanins and candidate 

tumour-specific markers we have recently optimized several assays that allow EV 

characterization. 

We have improved flow cytometry and ELISA assays, by reducing sample volumes and 

identifying specific additives that increase substantially the sensitivity for EV detection. Using 

DLS (Dynamic Light Scattering), EM (Electron Microscopy) and analytical ultracentrifugation, 

we have characterised the biophysical basis of this enhancement. The final methodology can 

be performed in any laboratory with access to conventional flow cytometry or ELISA reader. 

Using combinations of antibodies specific for the tetraspanins CD9, CD63 and CD81, it is 

possible to detect EVs in as little as 100 µl of urine and 12 µl of plasma samples without 

previous enrichment. Additionally antibodies against other less abundant markers, like the 

epithelial marker EpCAM, have been used to capture and identify EVs directly in such small 

volumes of urine or plasma with sensitivity higher than Western Blot analysis of isolated EVs. 



Furthermore, we demonstrate that additives altering the biophysical properties of an EV 

suspension, increased detection of tumour antigens in these immune-assays. 

The development of sensitive, high-throughput methods, easily translatable to clinical settings, 

as ELISA and flow cytometry described here, opens a new avenue for the systematic 

identification of any surface marker on EVs, even scarce proteins, using very small volumes of 

minimally processed biological samples. These methods will allow the validation of EV 

biomarkers in routine liquid biopsy tests. 
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